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About This Game

Emporium is a short interactive vignette. Exploring notions of escapism, loss and a fragmented sense of self in the wake of a
personal tragedy.

These pockets of dissonant clarity are a vain effort to find beauty, poetry and reason in one's bleakest and most desperate
moments.

Emporium is a small game lasting roughly 30 to 45 minutes. It has a minimal approach to game play, focusing on visuals and
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audio to build a visceral experience with sporadic dialogue choices leading the narrative.
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Title: EMPORIUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tom Kitchen
Publisher:
Tom Kitchen
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 645 OEM or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics cards.
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Would not even load.
My HTC Vive system is usually rock-solid, all my other 80+ titles work fine.

Tried reboots and resets of headset, nothing worked.
Skip this one.. Its kinda difficult to complete a mission on the hard difficulty setting (yeah I know) but for different reasons.

Your tank crew cannot repair any damaged modules, so if you get your tracks blown off then good bye mobility. Same goes for
guns. It happens a lot as well. Your guys suck as well so you need to be good.

Otherwise I have no idea what to say..

Hardcore realism based playerbase will enjoy it I know.

I moderately did because of the reasons mentioned above.. Rome:Total War-a görə olan bu əlavə çox gözəldi.Bütün hər şey tarix
kitablarında olduğu kimidir.. An interesting visual novel which led you down a bunch of interesting paths, and really ♥♥♥♥ed
with your brain. The art is good, the storyline is very unique and intriguing, and the best part is that it's free! If you're into vns,
then definately give this game a shot :^). So I it's veary rare that I will write a review for a game, however I feel that this
deserves a review.

POSITIVE: THE GAME IS AMAZING, within the first day of having the game I logged around 5-6 hours on it.... the UI seems
to have improved since the original gameplay, the calls are interesting, and the overal enjoyment of the game is present.

NEGATIVES: BUGS EVERYWHERE, however the development team is ontop of there game and just looking at there
discusion board has reassured me that they are worikng on sollutions to the game.

OVER ALL: I believe that there should have been a little bit more testing in the beta stages, however I also see from a
developers point. When people are beging and asking for a game to be released, you just want to put out the product.. Such a
good game with great potential. I hope the game attracts enough players so it can improve over time. The mechanics aren't
perfect but the gameplay is super enjoyable and worths a shot!. To be competitive you need to dump massive amounts of money
into this game and it also requires you spend multiple hours per day to stay competitive as well. It is a major time sync that is
complely made for those that started when the servers opened not really friendly for new users.. Excellent game!!

The combat and dynamics are even better than the much newer Blitzkrieg 2 game.

Heres what i love about this game:

- USSR missions where if you retreat you are shot at by NKVD Anti-Desertion squads, NOT ONE STEP BACKWARDS
COMRADS!

- artillery has actual real ranges, mortars can hit targets across the map. In BK 2, mortars and artillery can barely fire longer than
a few 100 feet.

- infantry can ride on tanks!! I love this aspect of the game because its such as small feature but makes the game feel so
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immersive

- a large variety of tanks and armored vehicles.
 There are like 10 different versions of the German Pz. III, ranging from commander versions with special radio equipment on
the sides and a tank commander actually visable on top. Some tanks will have ammunition boxes on the back and sides while
others have Nazi flags! The detail in this game is just great.

- infantry are actually useful and aren't just slaughtered. They can survive a few hits and can fire at targets from a reasonable
range.

- Each mission is highly detailed with plenty of scripted events like suprise counter attacks and enemy air strikes. BK 2 and
Cuban Missile Crisis: The Aftermath suffer from the same missions played over and over again.

Besides being sorta old, the game has no real drawbacks from what ive played so far. Both the Russian and German campaigns
are highly detailed and give intense missions. Best $5 ive ever spent on steam!!. It could be best puzzle game ever. Only if I
could start it on my Windows 7 x64. It's crashing with error.
Take this Complaint as a Gift!. Steam Prison Review

I think those who find themselves interested in Steam Prison are allured by the story plot which sounds way more interesting
than what is actually delivered.

We have a young girl who is framed for the murder of her parents and is sent to a dystopia world below known as the depths
where criminal activity and degenerate individuals run rampant. At least, this is the impression it tries to give. The reality is that
this story feels more like a cookie cut and paste type of story than a story that attempts to delve into complex social structures
that result from such a universe.

It isn’t that Steam Prison doesn’t try to explore these realities, but it certainly fails to touch anything below the surface. It is
depressing knowing how much more they could have done rather than failing to provide much more substance than the
summary that attracted you in the first place. All this and more for the low price of $39.99.

What a rip.

The internal dialogue from the MC is one annoying part of this VN. We might as well listen to the inner monologue of a
programmed robot talk about how they need to improve as a trained police officer than actually see a sufficient officer at work.

I must be vigilant! I must train harder! I must not be distracted! A strong police officer will do this and they will do that and I
will do better next time. I can excuse these kinds of internal monologues once, maybe twice, but when it happens several times
in one route over and over she is telling us how she is a great police officer instead of showing us.

I also find myself extremely concerned over the MC’s parents and whether the MC will ever come to terms with their abusive
negligence. I understand the creators of this VN wanted to create a universe of caste fidelity and virtuous innocence, but when
an 18-year-old girl still doesn’t seem to have a clue of where babies come from it is unrealistic no matter how much a society
might censor it.

No one questions anything and it honestly gives the impression that people from the heights are so unaware of the control placed
on them it even removed all traces of basic human instincts. Love is a curious foreign emotion and they really do not give a
reason how that is even possible among an entire city of people who live in the heights. This is the perception I get.

This is where the cookie cutter and paste story really begins to shine. It is simply unrealistic and there has to be a reason why
things like this are possible besides saying “Oh, it is because it is. Society censored conversations like this and no one ever
thought to challenge it.”

If that was true why are there a community of people from the heights who live in the depths with crimes ranging from
questioning things to more complex ones? Why have people obviously lost family members to the depths without raising
questions, speaking out against it, whispering about it, and how can the majority of the population continue living life in the
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heights oblivious to even the simplistic questions such as “Where do babies come from?” So, when one of the characters
condescend about lack of knowledge she has about where babies come from you can’t really blame him. Just saying. It is
terrible.

Now the inconsistency of the MC herself is another matter. Valentine is a shameless flirt. It is actually sort of pathetic and
embarrassing to watch. The MC, however, just sort of goes along with it despite the fact she almost had an allergic reaction
trying on a wedding dress when she still lived in the heights. How is her chasteness alright and sensible in some circumstances
and not sensible in others that sort of demand it for consistency in character?

I can only conclude this VN was written for young children, but the idea of prostitution mentioned even remotely illustrates that
it was not. So, why is it so blithering stupid in some areas and trying to be so complex in others and failing terribly in most of
those areas too.

I could go on, but do I really need to? Haven’t I suffered enough? Yes, I really did not like this VN. I hated it. There is a chance
there are some people that will like it and I apologize for the harshness of my review, but I can’t support a VN this bad for the
price it demands. It is insulting. There are many other VN’s I have read that is far superior for a better price. I would strongly
suggest you consider this VN carefully before buying it.

Sigh. Maybe the last two routes I haven't finished will be better and I will update this review more positively. At the moment,
the thought of trying to read anymore of this is about as appealing to me as the thought of removing a tooth or pulling out a
chuck of my hair.

I may return someday out of morbid curiosity born out of a masochistic fetish, but I think not for quite some time. I need to
prepare for the torture I might undoubtedly face. Anyways, thanks for reading. Take care.
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This game was pretty good. It does a great job of bulding tension, just like the school scenes from Outlast 2. The controls are
pretty smooth as well. My only complaints are that it feels a little short (around 2.5 hrs to complete) and the ending ruins the
tension. Overall its a pretty enjoyable game.. Hmmm~Just a minimize "Kingdom", everything is very basic, like graphic, sound
fx, background, AI, tasks etc, but I like game's music. At first impression, I see that map, I think "Wow~Against other
kingdoms and conquest them? What a epic stuff." But in game...No like that, just complete task, and will conquest that place.
Last, this game is easy to play, but no easy to win, strategy is very important in this game, and I finally passed the
"Tutorial"...What the heck...5 dollars for minimize Dark Soul version Kingdom...But I recommand it, if you want to try. :). i can
see the good things in the game. if you give it some time and alot of love it can become a very good game. but it not good that to
be able to use all of the cool guns i have to pay 29.50 new shekels.. Good for beating player, but bad for beating enemy.. Great
Pvp spaceship combat game. Building ships and testing them against other players is realy fun, there are lots of parts, well
balanced. every OP build as a weakness and can be countered.
this game as great physics, every part you add to the ship (weapon, thruster,armor) will add weight, drag, ect... Defining how the
ship will handle .. I got this game because, just like another crown jewel, Alpha Prime, it seemed to offer an old-school Red
Faction-like feeling.

Since I don't actually care much about game reviews(not because I don't trust or believe what people say about a game but
because I believe a review is, just like ones opinion about a game, a matter of taste), I ignored the general impression and I
decided to give it a try.

First thing, the graphics are not that good nor that bad. I think generic would be the right word for this. Now, I don't usually rate
a game for it's graphics and I am not gonna start now but if this is important to you, keep in mind that I wanted to try this game
because it had the look-n-feel of old FPS games even if it was released in October 2008.

In fact, everything about this game feels generic. The sound effects and the soundtrack are OK but nothing special. The voice
acting is not necessarily bad but it's kinda weird. Everytime I played this game I had the feeling voices aren't embedded in the
cutscenes or the game itself but applied over. If this doesn't ring a bell, I guess I could say the voices sound like a 70's studio
record.

But this isn't the main problem.. Actually I'm not sure there is a main problem.

The game seems to be a bit "bipolar" (if this can be said about a game) when it comes to level design and combat consistency.
While some levels are quite nice and well done, some are poorly designed and many times make you wander around trying to
find your way through or trying to find some well hidden lever or button. Of course, this is not as easy as it seems since usually
you are under heavy fire and enemies will keep on coming until you press the button or pull the lever or exit the room. Unless of
course the level is well done and has a nice design. In this case chances are you'll find almost no bad guy so you'll have time to
admire every detail.

Another annoying thing is that there is almost no enemy variation. You only have 4-5 enemy types and you'll encounter them all
in the first part of the game. And they are all generic. There is the light armor guys with rifles and shotguns, the heavy guys with
rockets and grenades, the sniper dudes and a few more. And while they are so generic, the are very aggressive and accurate.
They rarely miss and they do a lot more damage than you can do to them.
All these make the game quite frustrating but they do however make a decent gameplay and offer a challenging combat,
something that's to be expected from an old school game.

There is a big selection of weapons you can choose from and, just like in every old school game, you can carry lots of them with
you.

The story can be quite interesting even if, just like many things in this game, it's very generic, but only if you manage to get
around the odd voice acting and the oddly written (or badly translated) PDA messages.

Unfortunately, the game is a bit too long for what it offers so even if the story may seem interesting, it's not enough to make you
wanna finish this game.

In the end, Exodus from the Earth isn't a really bad game and can actually be entertaining if you like old school FPS games, but
it fails to offer anything new to the genre. I bet you won't regret getting it on sale for 80% off but still, you shouldn't expect
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much.

6/10 potatoes and a NO from me, altough I wish I could give it a MEN since I can't actually give it a YES nor a NO.
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